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We propose and develop a new way for nonscanning coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)

imaging by using CARS holography, which can capture, at a single shot, both the amplitude and the phase

of a coherent Raman image. It hence allows for chemically selective three-dimensional imaging at a laser

pulse duration limited speed, which is not possible to achieve by using any of the existing laser scanning

based Raman imaging techniques. We have demonstrated single-shot (pulse duration:�5 ns) holographic

CARS imaging of microspheres. Our results show that coherent anti-Stokes Raman holography can open a

new path for nonscanning label-free imaging.
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Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) micros-
copy [1–6] has emerged as a promising imaging technique.
It directly utilizes molecular vibrational response as a
contrast mechanism and is therefore label-free. Equally
important is the fact that CARS can have significantly
improved sensitivity over spontaneous Raman scattering.
As a result, CARS microscopy including both the laser-
scanning [1–3] and wide field [4–6] modalities has been
extensively investigated recently. Despite the many unique
advantages of CARS microscopy, scanning is required to
perform three-dimensional (3D) CARS imaging. To over-
come the limitation, here we explore coherent anti-Stokes
Raman holography (CARS holography) as a new way for
nonscanning 3D CARS imaging. In contrast to microscopy,
holography is known to have unique 3D imaging capa-
bility. Holography has been applied to fluorescence [7,8]
and second harmonic [9,10] imaging. However, unlike
CARS holography these holographic imaging techniques
usually require the use of fluorescent or second harmonic
nanocrystal markers. As a related technique, interferome-
try has been previously applied to CARS imaging. For
instance, CARS spectral interferometry [11] was utilized
to obtain the real and imaginary parts of the relevant third
order nonlinear susceptibility for suppression of nonreso-
nant background. CARS optical coherence tomography
[12] and phase contrast CARS imaging [13,14] have also
been previously demonstrated. These prior studies were
primarily concerned with interferometric detection of
CARS signals generated from diffraction-limited spots
and scanning is needed to obtain an image. CARS holog-
raphy, on the other hand, can capture both the amplitude
and the phase of a wide-field CARS image. In essence, it
has the unique capabilities of both CARS and holography.

Figure 1(a) illustrates the basic principle of CARS holo-
graphic imaging. Briefly, a pump (also used as a probe)
beam and a tunable Stokes beam with respective angular
frequencies !p and !s interact with a sample to produce a

four wave mixing (FWM) signal, or resonant CARS signal

if the frequency difference between the pump and the
Stokes (!p �!s) matches the molecular vibrational fre-

quency of the sample. A reference beam Re�jð2!p�!sÞt with
angular frequency 2!p �!s then interferes with the gen-

erated CARS/FWM imageSe�jð2!p�!sÞt to record a digital
CARS/FWM hologram jRþ Sj2. The complex CARS field
S can then be reconstructed by the following procedure
[15]: first the two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform of
the recorded digital hologram is calculated; then one side
band (e.g., corresponding to the term R�S) is selected
through digital filtering; finally, the complex CARS image
field can be obtained through the inverse 2D Fourier trans-
form of the selected band. Three-dimensional CARS imag-
ing can then be achieved by digitally propagating the
reconstructed complex CARS field. The digital propaga-
tion is realized by first taking the 2D Fourier transform of
the complex field, then multiplying it by the transfer func-

tion [16] ejkzL [where kz ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2�=�Þ2 � k2x � k2y

q
, � is the

wavelength in the medium, (kx, ky, kz) is the wave vector,

and jLj is the propagation distance], and finally taking the
inverse Fourier transform.
The schematic diagram of our experimental system is

shown in Fig. 1(b). The output from a nanosecond pulsed
laser at fundamental angular frequency !p (Continuum

Surelite III, �1 ¼ 1064 nm, linewidth: 0:005 cm�1, repe-
tition rate: 10 Hz, pulse duration �5 ns, injection seeded)
is used as the pump for generating the CARS/FWM signal.
The frequency-doubled laser beam at 2!pð�2 ¼ 532 nmÞ
pumps a tunable type II optical parametric oscillator
(Photop Technologies, OPO BBO-2B) to produce an idler
beam at !s which is utilized as the Stokes beam, and a
signal at 2!p �!s which is used as the reference beam for

recording CARS holograms. Note that the frequency of the
reference beam automatically matches that of the CARS/
FWM signal as the Stokes (or idler) wavelength is tuned.
The pump and Stokes beams are focused onto a sample
(lens focal length: 750 mm and 150 mm, respectively), and
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are spatially overlapped at the sample plane with an angle
of about 20 degrees between them. Optimal temporal over-
lapping between the two beams can be obtained by adjust-
ing the delay line in the pump beam path. A CARS/FWM
image with a field of view diameter of about 120 �m can
be obtained. A small piece of Teflon is used to block the
transmitted pump and Stokes beams. The generated CARS/
FWM image is then magnified by an imaging system
consisting of an objective (numerical aperture: 0.42, focal
length: 10 mm) and a lens, filtered by a band-pass filter
(ChromaD800/30), and detected by a CCD camera
(Apogee 32ME). To record a hologram, the reference
beam first passes through a half wave plate to adjust its
polarization. It is subsequently attenuated and spatially
filtered before combining with the CARS/FWM beam by
using a pellicle beam splitter (reflectivity and transmittance
�8% and 92%, respectively) placed in front of the CCD
camera. A delay line in the reference beam path (not shown
in Fig. 1) is adjusted to ensure optimal temporal over-
lapping between the CARS/FWM beam and the reference

beam. The two beams then interfere on the CCD camera to
record a CARS/FWM hologram. Figure 1(c) shows a typi-
cal hologram recorded by interfering a single pair of
reference pulse and FWM signal pulse generated from
index oil. Interference fringes can be clearly observed.
The period of the fringes is about 27 �m, consistent with
an angle of approximately 1.7 degrees between the refer-
ence and the CARS/FWM beams.
We verified the quadratic dependence of the CARS

signal on the power of the pump beam. To this end, we
measured the CARS signal generated from a polystyrene
microsphere (Duke Scientific, nominal diameter: 10 �m).
The wavelength of the Stokes beam was tuned to reso-
nantly excite molecular vibration (at around 3060 cm�1

[17]) in polystyrene sphere. The average energy of the
pump pulses was varied from 2 mJ to 7.5 mJ with an
increment of 0.5 mJ each time while that of the Stokes
pulses was fixed at about 4 mJ. All the pulse energy
measurements were performed right in front of the sample.
The generated CARS signal strength was obtained by
summing up the pixel values of the CARS signal captured
on the CCD camera. An exposure time of 30 seconds was
used during the measurement. Figure 1(d) shows the de-
pendence of the measured CARS signal strength from a
polystyrene sphere on the average pulse energy of the
pump beam in logarithmic scale. The measured data can
be fitted by a linear curve with a slope of 2.1, indicating a
quadratic relationship as expected. Deviation of the mea-
sured data from an ideal quadratic relationship is primarily
caused by the shot-to-shot fluctuation of the optical para-
metric oscillator and the nanosecond laser and the limited
accuracy in pulse energy measurement.
Like CARS microscopy, a unique advantage of CARS

holography is its chemical selective imaging capability. To
demonstrate this, a sample was prepared by sandwiching a
PMMA(poly(methylmethacrylate)) microsphere (Bangs
Lab., nominal diameter: 15 �m) and two polystyrene mi-
crospheres (Duke Scientific, nominal diameter: 10 �m)
between a pair of microscope cover glasses (VWR No.1
cover glass). The microspheres were all immobilized on
one of the cover glasses by using UV curable optical
adhesive (Norland Optical Adhesive 60) and immersed in
water. The edges of the cover glasses were sealed with
silicone vacuum sealant. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are the
recorded CARS holograms when the Stokes wavelength
was tuned to match the molecular vibrational frequencies
of polystyrene and PMMA, respectively. An exposure time
of 90 ms was used to ensure single-shot recording as the
repetition rate of the laser system was 10 Hz. When the
Stokes wavelength was tuned to match the polystyrene
resonance (corresponding to the Raman resonance at
3060 cm�1 [17]), a strong CARS signal from the two
polystyrene spheres can be observed in the recorded holo-
gram [Fig. 2(a)]. Only a weak nonresonant FWM signal
was generated from the PMMA sphere in the middle. On
the other hand, when the Stokes wavelength was tuned to
match the PMMA resonance (corresponding to the Raman

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Schematic diagram illustrating the
principle of coherent anti-Stokes Raman holography,
(b) Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. L1: singlet
lens, focal length 750 mm, L2: singlet lens, focal length 150 mm,
L3: long working distance objective lens, focal length 10 mm,
L4: singlet lens, focal length 300 mm or 500 mm, F: band-pass
filter, BS: pellicle beam splitter. (c) A typical hologram recorded
on a CCD camera by interfering a single pair of reference pulse
and signal pulse generated by FWM in index oil. (d) Dependence
of CARS signal on the power of the pump beam in logarithmic
scale.
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resonance at 2959 cm�1 [17]), the situation was reversed.
Strong CARS signal from the PMMA microsphere and
weak nonresonant FWM signal from the polystyrene mi-
crospheres were recorded in the hologram as shown in
Fig. 2(b). This clearly shows the unique chemical selective
imaging capability of CARS holography. The intensity of
digitally reconstructed CARS images corresponding to the
holograms shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are shown in (c)
and (d), respectively.

One of the most important advantages of CARS holog-
raphy is that it captures both the amplitude and the phase of
a CARS image and can therefore have 3D imaging capa-
bility. Let us consider a sample with a uniform refractive
index and a relevant third order nonlinear susceptibility

�ð3Þðx; y; zÞ. The generated anti-Stokes field satisfies the
following equation [18],

�
r2 þ!2

c2
n2
�
Eas ¼ � 4�!2

c2
�ð3Þðx; y; zÞE2

pE
�
s ; (1)

where ! is the angular frequency of the CARS signal, c is
the speed of light in vacuum, Ep and Es are the pump and

Stokes fields. For simplicity, we use the scalar formalism
and assume that the pump and Stokes are undepleted plane

waves, i.e., Ep ¼ Ape
j ~kp� ~r and Es ¼ Ase

j ~ks� ~r respectively,
where Ap and As are the complex field amplitudes, ~kp and

~ks are the wave vectors. By applying the slowly varying
envelop approximation [18], we obtain the output anti-
Stokes field

Easðx; y; LÞ ¼ � 4�!2

c2
A2
pA

�
se

jkasL

�
Z L

0
dzej�kz

�
�ð3Þðx; y; zÞ � kas

j2�ðL� zÞ
� ejðkas=2ðL�zÞÞðx2þy2Þ

�
; (2)

where L is the sample thickness, kas is the angular wave
number of the generated anti-Stokes beam which propa-
gates paraxially along the z axis,�k ¼ 2kpz � ksz � kas,

and ‘‘�‘‘ denotes two-dimensional (i.e., in x and y)
convolution.Note that the convolution kernel is actually
the Fresnel diffraction kernel [16] and the anti-Stokes field
is proportional to the superposition of ‘‘diffracted’’

�ð3Þðx; y; zÞ at the output plane. Three-dimensional CARS
imaging can therefore be realized by digital propagation of
the complex output anti-Stokes field which can be captured
holographically. Other than a background term due to co-
ntributions from out-of-focus planes, the back-propagated

field at z is approximately proportional to�ð3Þðx; y; zÞ.
We experimentally investigated holographic CARS im-

aging of multiple polystyrene microspheres (nominal di-
ameter: 10 �m) suspended in water. The sample was
similarly prepared by sandwiching polystyrene micro-
spheres (dispersed in water) between a pair of microscope
cover glasses with the edges sealed by silicone vacuum
sealant. In the experiment, the energies of the pump and
Stokes pulses were 8 mJ and 4 mJ, respectively. The Stokes
wavelength was tuned to match the polystyrene resonance
(i.e., Raman resonance at 3060 cm�1). The CCD exposure
time was set to 90 ms to ensure single-shot recording.
Figure 3(a) shows a recorded CARS hologram. The recon-
structed CARS intensity and phase image without diffrac-
tion compensation is shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) respec-
tively. Three out-of-focus microspheres can be seen in the
figure. Since the CARS hologram captures the complex
CARS image field, it can be propagated digitally to realize
3D imaging as aforementioned. Several field intensity dis-
tributions corresponding to different planes in the sample
are shown in Fig. 3(d)–3(g). Note that the intensity dis-
tributions of the digitally propagated CARS fields in
Figs. 3(d) and 3(f) have a much smaller spot size than
that of the microspheres (diameter �10 �m), indicating
that the microspheres can actually focus the generated
CARS field. To confirm this lensing effect, we investigated
CARS generation in a single 10-�m-diameter microsphere
(refractive index: 1.59) immersed in water. Both the pump
and Stokes beams are assumed to be undepleted and ini-
tially having Gaussian profiles with a propagation angle of
20� between them. The scalar wave equations governing
the propagation of the pump and Stokes beams and the
generation of the anti-Stokes beam can be numerically
solved by using the beam propagation method [19,20].
Our simulation results show that the generated anti-
Stokes beam is converging after exiting the microsphere.
Figure 3(h) shows the calculated intensity distribution of
the generated anti-Stokes signal at a distance of 5 �m
away from the exit plane, which is in good qualitative
agreement with the experimental observation. The above

FIG. 2 (color online). Chemical selective CARS holographic imaging. (a) single-shot CARS hologram recorded at polystyrene
resonance wavelength; (b) single-shot hologram recorded at PMMA resonance wavelength; (c) reconstructed CARS intensity image
from the hologram shown in (a); (d) reconstructed CARS intensity image from the hologram shown in (b).
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analysis suggests that in order to obtain the CARS images
of the microspheres, we need to continue the digital propa-
gation for about 5 �m in addition until it reaches the
exit plane of the microspheres. The results are shown in
Figs. 3(e) and 3(g). Our results show that CARS images of
polystyrene microspheres at different axial positions can
all be digitally brought to focus. This indicates that CARS
holographic imaging has a large depth of field and can
therefore image a three-dimensional scene. We would like
to point out that onewill still need some prior knowledge of
the object itself in order to choose a proper digital propa-
gation distance, much in the same way as one requires
experience to adjust the focus of a microscope in order to
obtain a clear and meaningful image of a specimen. The
advantage of CARS holography is that this analogue ‘‘fo-
cus adjusting’’ process is replaced by digital propagation
and as a result a 3D scene can be captured in a single
exposure and later on reconstructed by ‘‘digital focusing.’’
It should be also noted that in general a specimen would
not always focus the generated anti-Stokes field and there-
fore a proper digital propagation distance can be usually
chosen easily.

In summary, we have demonstrated CARS holographic
imaging, which combines the unique capabilities of both
CARS and holography. By capturing both the amplitude
and the phase of a complex CARS image field, CARS
holography can have a large depth of field and therefore
chemical-selectively image a three-dimensional object
without scanning. Our results show that a CARS hologram
can be recorded in a single shot, opening the possibility of
three-dimensional imaging of fast dynamical phenomena
at laser pulse-width limited speed. Finally, the presence of
an intense reference beam (i.e., local oscillator) and the
coherent homodyne detection nature of CARS holography
can also potentially lead to shot noise limited detection
sensitivity.
This work is supported by the National Science
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FIG. 3 (color online). Holographic CARS imaging of multiple
polystyrene microspheres suspended in water. (a): recorded
single-shot CARS hologram; (b): reconstructed CARS intensity
image (without diffraction compensation); (c): reconstructed
CARS phase image (without diffraction compensation); (d)–
(g): intensity distribution of digitally propagated CARS field at
different planes; from (d) to (g): z ¼ 7:92 �m, 2:92 �m,
�15:6 �m, �20:6 �m, respectively; (h): calculated CARS in-
tensity distribution of a single 10-�m-diameter microsphere at a
distance of 5 �m away from the exit plane by using the beam
propagation method; it is shown that the generated CARS field is
focused by the microsphere to result in a much smaller spot size.
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